A new class of binary constant weight codes is presented. We establish new lower bound and exact values on A(n, 2k, k + 1), in particular, A(30, 12, 7) = 9, A(48, 16, 9) = 11, A(51,16, 9) = 12, A(58, 18, 10) = 12.
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≤ n with explicit constructions for most of the 600 codes was presented in the encyclopedic work of E E. Brouwer, J. B. Shearer, N. J .A .Sloane [2] . Today Neil J. A. Sloane presents his table of constant weight codes [3] online and performs continual updates.
Let us consider an ( ) 
Theorem.
holds for all k.
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Proof
For j k = , we obtain all code words using the same construction the upper bound follows from (1)
for all k and l .
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Matrix in out [3] gives all code vectors for optimal constant weight code with parameter (48, 16, 9) and we calculated what code distance between all pair code vectors is 16.
